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This study introduces spatially targeted decontamination using a synergistic combination
of dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) flow actuation and ozone generation. Here, we relate
the spatial distribution of local microbial decontaminations in an enclosure to that of local
ozone concentrations caused by DBD ozone generation and flow actuation using two
reactors with contrasting flow actuation, the Fan and Comb reactors, run at equal power of
1 ± 0.03W for 3.5 min. Deviations in ozone concentrations and reductions of Escherichia
coli on contaminated coupons over two planes were used to quantify the utilization
capacity of the generated ozone to simultaneously disinfect regions of a surface placed in
the planes. Results show that uniform ozone consumption by a contaminated target,
i.e., targeted decontamination, lowers ozone requirements, exposure times, and reactor
energy consumption for its disinfection. Furthermore, a significant positive correlation was
found between local decontamination and ozone concentrations with Pearson’s
correlation, ρ (34) = 0.64; p < 0.001. Simulated ozone distribution using an experiment
integrated simulation method, governed by DBD reactor geometry induced flow actuation
and ozone reaction rates, is also presented for predicting DBD actuated spatial
decontamination distribution. Our study shows an innovative approach of applying
DBD plasma reactors for decontamination using flow actuation and ozone generation
to achieve targeted killing with maximized ozone utilization lowering overall ozone dosage
requirements, energy requirements, and exposure times.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The advent of advanced materials and disinfectant resistant microorganisms, along with the global
challenge of environmental pollution, have called for alternative decontamination technologies that
can overcome disadvantages of high processing temperatures, long exposure times, harsh chemicals,
toxic residuals, and material incompatibility [1–5]. Examples of such need of alternative approaches
include minimizing a) the damage of heat-sensitive materials and material alteration with thermal
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and chemical treatments in the biomedical and aerospace
industry [6, 7] and b) deterioration in food nutrition with
traditional processing methods [4]. This paper investigates and
demonstrates the unique capability of a promising alternative
decontamination method—dielectric barrier discharge (DBD)
[6]—in achieving desired decontamination distribution with
actuation, i.e., spatially targeted decontamination. The paper
also discusses the implications of this unique feature in
advancing DBD decontamination by lowering energy
consumption, ozone dosage, and exposure times required for
decontamination.

Literature shows that DBD-generated low-temperature
plasma (LTP) is a potential alternative solution for
decontamination in food preservation, medical device
industry, clean room facilities, and planetary protection [1, 2,
4, 6–8], with advantages of short exposure times, low
temperatures, material compatibility, and no organic
residuals [1, 4, 6–9]. Despite these advantages, applications of
DBD decontamination have been limited by high-power
consumption, bulky equipment, and toxic ozone residuals
[7–10]. Although some low-power LTP configurations like
plasma pencils exist, they are mostly used in applications like
wound healing where small areas are to be disinfected [11].
Among existing DBD configurations available for
decontamination of large items, surface DBD (SDBD) is
unique due to its design flexibility, surface compliance, easy
setup, and inherent flow actuation capability [1, 9, 11]. The
SDBD is formed when an AC voltage is applied across two
electrodes separated by a dielectric barrier. When the strength of
the resulting electric field is above the dielectric strength of the
medium, the medium ionizes. This leads to the generation of
reactive species, UV photons, and electrohydrodynamic forces
[9]. When the medium is air, reactive oxygen and nitrogen
species (RONS) form with a mixture of metastably charged
oxygen, singlet oxygen, ozone, hydroxyl radicals, and nitrogen
compounds that can exert antimicrobial property by killing a
broad range of pathogens. Specifically, superoxide, hydrogen
peroxide, hydroxyl radical, singlet oxygen, and nitrogen oxides
(NOx) have shown to have reliable disinfecting kinetics [12, 13]
making SDBD treatment a viable disinfection method. SDBD
treatment of objects involves direct contact with discharge or
indirect contact through reactive species. Unlike direct contact,
indirect DBD treatment makes it possible to treat spaces
obscured from direct view (for example, of UV light). A
thorough study on the reaction kinetics and antimicrobial
pathways of RONS is highly warranted and, to our
knowledge, is yet to be done.

Among all DBD-generated species, ozone is a known
contributor in microbial inactivation due to its high oxidation
potential and prolonged existence compared to other species [14,
15]. Microbial inactivation using ozone has been studied
extensively by many researchers over the years against various
pathogens [16–19]. The mechanism of ozone inactivation of
microorganisms occurs in three steps: destruction of cellular
surface, leakage of cellular components, and cell lysis [19]. The
cell surface is thought to be the primary target of inactivation.
Research studies suggest that two major oxidation mechanisms

are involved in ozone microbial inactivation: a) oxidation of
sulfhydryl groups and amino acids of enzymes, peptides, and
proteins to shorter peptides and b) oxidation of polyunsaturated
fatty acids to acid peroxides [17]. Ozone oxidation reactions with
components of the cell surface cause its degradation. This results
in disruption of the cell surface and leakage of cellular
components. Progressive oxidations result in cell lysis leading
to inactivation. Nucleic acids of the cells are also destroyed by
ozone oxidations. Furthermore, it has been reported that ozone
destroys viral RNA and protein coats by alteration of polypeptide
chains [20].

Although a lot of studies exist on inactivation mechanisms of
DBD-based RONS (specifically ozone) and its potential to kill a
wide variety of pathogens including bacteria, virus, and
disinfectant-resistant microorganisms [14–22], distributed
decontamination through ozone generated and distributed by
DBD, without the aid of an external distributing agent, has not
been investigated yet to the best of our knowledge. The scientific
question addressed here is whether such distributed
decontamination can be achieved with a synergistic
combination of DBD flow actuation and ozone generation. If
this is feasible, DBD reactors for indirect treatment can be
developed with an in-built distribution mechanism, without
adding external mixing enhancers, for maximum utilization of
the generated ozone while achieving targeted decontamination.
Maximizing ozone utilization will, in turn, lower required
exposure times, ozone requirements, residual ozone, and
energy requirement. Additionally, an inbuilt distribution
mechanism without adding external distributing components
will help lower equipment size. Such DBD reactors designed
for decontamination with inbuilt ozone mixing and distributing
capabilities can help mitigate limitations of high-energy
consumption, bulky equipment, and toxic ozone residual levels
associated with DBD treatment for a wide range of
decontamination applications including food preservation,
sterilization of surgical tools, air purification systems, and tool
sterilization in space explorations for end-to-end sample return
and ground-based contamination control.

This research investigates spatial variation in microbial
decontamination inside an enclosure caused by a SDBD
reactor and examines its relation to SDBD-generated ozone
distributed by plasma actuated flow. The relation between
local microbial decontaminations and local ozone
concentrations in an enclosure is also examined. While a
range of RONS species may be important in microbial
disinfection, due to the limitation of the instrumentation
and experimental method used for this paper, only the
spatial measurement of ozone generated from two specific
designs of SDBD reactors is considered. It is assumed that the
distribution of other RONS species will be locally
proportional to the ozone distribution since they are
generated from the same reactor. The two SDBD reactor
designs used in this study are the comb-shaped reactor and
the recently developed fan-shaped reactor [23]. These reactors
were chosen based on the contrasting flow patterns generated
by them, which was expected to result in contrasting ozone
distribution and resulting decontamination distribution. The
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core idea is to synergistically employ flow actuation and ozone
generation by SDBD reactors to simultaneously generate and
distribute ozone for targeted decontamination with maximum
ozone utilization. Distribution in SDBD-generated ozone
resulting from SDBD actuated flow is referred to as SDBD
actuated ozone distribution in this paper. Additionally,
decontamination data resulting from SDBD actuated ozone
distribution are referred to as SDBD actuated
decontamination distribution. Results show that SDBD
actuated ozone distribution lowers ozone requirements and
corresponding energy consumption and exposure times to
achieve desired decontamination, revealing the full potential
of DBD decontamination. Furthermore, a Pearson’s
correlation test showed significant positive correlation
between local decontamination inside an enclosure and
ozone available at that point for a fixed exposure time.
Additionally, an experiment integrated simulation method
is discussed for designing SDBD reactors for targeted
decontamination using available SDBD body force
distribution models and experimental ozone generation and
decomposition rates [24, 25].

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

This section is organized as a) experimental design for
studying spatial distribution of microbial decontamination
in a chamber, b) experimental design for studying spatial
distribution of ozone concentrations in a chamber, c)
numerical design for simulation of ozone distribution and
flow field generation in the chamber, and d) statistical
analysis.

2.1 Experimental Design for Studying
Spatial Distribution of Decontamination in a
Chamber
The experimental setup and procedure explained in this
subsection is used to examine microbial decontamination
distribution in a chamber using two SDBD reactor designs.
For these experiments, inoculated agar plates and coupons are
examined for decontamination by placing them at selected
locations inside the chamber fitted with an SDBD reactor at
the base.

FIGURE 1 | Illustration of comb and fan reactors with flow visualizations. (A) Comb reactor—solid and dashed lines representing the exposed and ground
electrodes, respectively. (B) Comb’s characteristic flow—arrows show three wall jets with the dominant one in the direction from the shaft toward the teeth tips. (C)
Smoke flow visualization of comb’s reactor actuated flow. (D) Fan reactor—colored and gray areas representing the exposed and ground electrodes, respectively. (E)
Fan’s characteristic flow of each blade and the center. (F) Smoke flow visualization of the fan reactor actuated flow—the fan blades interact to form vortical
structures resulting in overall conical flow thrusted upward from the reactor base.
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2.1.1 Reactor Configurations and Power Setup
The reactor shapes used in this study are the common comb and
the fan; both SDBD designs yield contrasting flow actuation
capabilities. Figure 1 shows the details of the two reactors
along with smoke flow visualization of the flow generated by
them. Figures 1A,D illustrate the schematic and dimensional
representation of the comb and fan reactors. For both the
reactors, the dielectric barrier had a total area of 10.2 cm ×
10.2 cm and was made of 0.76-mm-thick hydrocarbon-ceramic
(RO4350B) material. The electrodes were made of 35 -µm-thick
copper layers. Figures 1B,C show the comb reactor generating
three wall jets, with the dominant one being in the direction from
the shaft toward the teeth tips, while remaining almost parallel to
the surface of the reactor. The fan, on the other hand, produces an
overall conical flow thrusted upward from the reactor base as
shown in Figures 1E,F; [23]. In contrast to the wall jets generated
by the comb reactor, which stay close to the reactor surface, the
fan reactor suctions the surrounding gas and pushes it away and

upward from the reactor’s surface. Such flow is characterized by
chaotic vortical structures resulting from the combination of
individual flows from the five blades and the center of the fan,
and which are shown in Figure 1E.

The reactors were powered inside the experimental chamber
(polycarbonate chamber) using the power supply and measurement
setup shown in Figure 2. An AC voltage wave of amplitude 6.5 kV,
i.e., peak-to-peak input voltage of 13 kVpp (kV peak-to-peak), was fed
to the fan reactor. Figure 3A shows the voltage and current waveforms
detected on the reactor surface during plasma formation. These
represent typical waveforms of DBD voltage and current. SDBD
microdischarges occur during the voltage rise in the positive half of
the cycle and during the descent in the negative half of the cycle. The
presence of discharges during the positive cycle generates current spikes
of large amplitude and short duration as shown in Figure 3A. Some
researchers [26–28] have studied these discharges at a microscopic
level, revealing that their structure corresponds to streamerswith erratic
propagation paths in continuous contact with the surface of the

FIGURE 2 | Reactor power supply and power measurement setup.

FIGURE 3 | Reactor power data with voltage and current waveforms. (A) Voltage and current waveforms detected at the fan reactor surface representing typical
DBD current and voltage waveforms. (B) Power data showing selection of input voltage for the comb reactor to be run at a power of 1 W, equal to that of the fan reactor.
Both the reactors were run at an input frequency of 4 kHz.
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dielectric. During the negative cycle, on the other hand, discharges
produce a dense population of current spikes, which are much smaller
that the spikes of the positive cycle and barely perceptible in Figure 3A,
but in average account for more current. At a microlevel, discharges in
the negative cycle are comprised by a great number of corona spots that
originate at the edge of the exposed electrode and extend over the
dielectric surface that from afar produce a uniform or diffuse glow
[28–30].

The frequency of the applied voltage was 4 kHz. This frequency
was chosen for two main reasons, the first one being that dielectric
losses increase with frequency, and unwanted effects like the
formation of leaders tend to manifest faster with the increase in
frequency than with the increase in voltage [28, 31]. The second
reason is that internal slew rate limitations of the high-voltage
amplifier used for these experiments (Trek Model 20/20C)
degenerated the 13-kVpp voltage waveform into a sawtooth
shape for higher frequencies. Therefore, it was decided that the
combination 13 kVpp/4 kHzwas the optimal compromise between
the plasma and ozone generated and the power consumed [25]
while maintaining the integrity of the electrical characteristics of
voltage and current.

For calculating power consumption of the reactors, an
oscilloscope (Tektronix DPO 3014) with recording length set
to 1 million points was programmed through a LabVIEW code to
collect the voltage and current waveform data every 40 s for
4 min. This was repeated three times for statistical confidence.
The collected data were processed in MATLAB to obtain the
average power consumed by the reactors, along with the
uncertainties, as presented in Supplementary Data S2.

The reactors were to be run at equal power for all the experiments
to compare decontamination results achieved at same power levels.
To achieve this, the fan reactor was first run at peak-to-peak input
voltage (kVpp) of 13 kVpp and 4 kHz frequency, resulting in power
consumption of 1 ± 0.03W. This was followed by testing the power
consumption of the comb reactor at different voltages, keeping the
frequency constant at 4 kHz, until the measured power was equal to
that of the fan (see Figure 3B). Thus, both the reactors were run at
equal power of 1 ± 0.03W corresponding to following input voltages
and frequencies for the fan and comb reactors, respectively: 13
kVpp/4 kHz and 10.5 kVpp/4 kHz.

2.1.2 Test Organism and Preparation of Cultures
Escherichia coli (E. coli)—K12 is a Gram-negative, facultative
anaerobe with the ability to replicate under very low pressures.
This replication ability makes this bacterial species of interest for
evaluation of decontamination technologies in various fields [32,
33]. A BSL-1 strain, E. coli K12 Strain MSG 123 (ATCC PTA-
7555), of the bacteria was used for this study.

A loopful of E. coli, stored at −80°C in LB (Luria-broth) with
30% glycerol, was streaked onto an LB plate and incubated at 37°C
for 18–24 h. Two to four colonies from the plate were inoculated
into 3 ml of LB broth and emulsified with a Fisher Scientific ®
Mini Vortexer Lab Mixer (~1 min) to eliminate clumps and
obtain approximately 5 × 107 CFU/ml (colony forming units/
ml). The resulting inoculum was used to prepare contaminated
agar plates and coupons for testing decontamination achieved by
SDBD exposure.

2.1.3 Coupon Material
Whatman Grade 42 Filter paper of 200-μm thickness and 2.5-μm
pore size [34] was chosen as the coupon material after testing
other sterilized materials like medical gauge and band-aid
materials. This selection was made based on the ability of
these filter papers to absorb the inoculation volume without
changing its shape and convenience of spreading the inoculum
uniformly on the paper with the help of a micropipette with less
chances of it leaking or spilling. Furthermore, using inoculated
filter paper coupons is a technique commercially used to test
disinfection methods [35].

2.1.4 Experimental Setup and Procedure
Figure 4 shows the main components of the experimental setup,
which includes a Teflon-coated polycarbonate test chamber
(27.3 cm × 27.3 cm × 28.6 cm), SDBD reactors, and coupons
(or agar plates) inoculated with the prepared inoculum. A
polycarbonate chamber was chosen to avoid experimental
error due to ozone reaction with chamber walls as
polycarbonate is inert to ozone. A total of 36 resealable holes
were drilled in each chamber wall to facilitate insertion of a)
Teflon strings to suspend inoculated coupons for collecting
decontamination data and b) temperature, humidity, and
ozone probes for measurements inside the chamber, as shown
in Figure 4A. The reactor was placed at the center of the base of
the chamber with the exposed electrode facing up. All the
experiments were performed under atmospheric conditions.
Temperature and humidity inside the chamber were
monitored with a chart recorder EXTECH Instruments
RH520A-NIST. Ozone measurements were not performed
simultaneously with decontamination experiments to preserve
the ozone amounts used for disinfection inside the chamber. In
the beginning of every experiment, the test chamber and all the
components inside it were disinfected with 70% isopropyl alcohol
to avoid external contamination. Furthermore, at the start of each
experiment, it was ensured that ozone concentrations inside the
chamber match room-level ozone concentrations.

2.1.4.1 Agar Plate Tests
The extent of difference in local decontamination caused by the
reactors at the chamber boundaries, with the selected chamber
size and reactor size, was initially examined to substantiate the
study of distribution in decontamination inside the chamber.
Figure 4B illustrates the orientation of reactor placement and
four walls of the chamber selected for testing based on the
difference in flow induced by the two reactors. LB agar plates
inoculated with 104–105 CFUs/plate of E. coli were placed at the
wall centers and exposed to the reactors for 4 min. In this context,
exposure time is the duration for which the reactor is turned on
with the agar plates inside the chamber, while residence time
refers to the time the agar plates are left inside after powering off
the reactors. To observe distribution in disinfection due to ozone
distributed by the two reactor configurations, these experiments
were run with zero residence time. Three inoculated agar plates
were placed outside the chamber for the duration of the
experiment as control and are referred to as control or
unexposed plates. The exposed and unexposed agar plates are
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incubated at 37°C for 18–24 h after each experiment, and the
difference in the CFU count of the plates was used to measure the
reduction in bacterial count. Decontamination or killing of
bacteria is expressed as logs of reduction in CFU/plate.

2.1.4.2 Coupon Tests
The agar plate tests were followed by coupon testing to examine
SDBD actuated decontamination distribution inside the chamber.
The coupons were first sterilized by autoclaving them at 121°C in
a dry autoclave cycle before all experiments. About 10 μl of the
inoculum containing 5 × 107 CFU/ml was spread on each sterile
coupon used in the experiment to get 5 to 6 logs of CFU/coupon.
For each experiment, 18 inoculated coupons were placed in a 3 ×
3 measurement grid in two planes—P2 and P3 (11.5 and 18.5 cm
from the reactor surface)—inside the chamber as shown in
Figure 4B, followed by SDBD exposure of 3.5 min. Three
inoculated coupons were placed outside as control and
referred to as unexposed coupons. About 4 ± 0.4 cm2 sized
coupons were used based on control experiments performed
to establish consistency in CFUs per coupon for areas between
3 and 5 cm2 when using equal inoculation volume. The control
experiments are explained in the next section. The coupons were
suspended inside the test chamber using sterile Teflon-coated
strings (0.1-mm diameter) using the resealable holes in the
chamber. Teflon was used to avoid ozone loss due to reaction
with or deposition on the strings. At the end of the experiments,
postprocessing was performed on the coupons to get the bacterial
counts (CFU/coupon). For postprocessing, the exposed and
unexposed coupons were vortexed thoroughly in 4 ml PBS and
serial dilutions spread on LB agar plates followed by incubation at
37°C for 18–24 h. Decontamination achieved was measured by
the difference in CFU/coupon in the exposed and unexposed
(control) coupons. Five repeats of each experiment were
performed to establish repeatability. The effect of bacterial
inactivation on the coupons due to drying of the coupons was
eliminated by control experiments performed on agar plates.
Following each experimental run, the residual ozone inside the
test chamber was removed using a vacuum cleaner till room-level
ozone concentrations were obtained and the setup was
disinfected. Additionally, a gap of at least an hour was
maintained between two experiments with the chamber lid

open to ensure that chamber conditions correspond to
atmospheric conditions.

2.1.5 Control Experiments
Control experiments were performed to ensure correct
quantification of inactivation of bacteria due to SDBD
reactor exposure. Two sets of control experiments are
performed. The first set involved testing of the agar plates
and sterilized coupons for external contamination. This was
achieved by testing bacterial growth on the coupons and agar
plates left inside the chamber for the experimental time
periods without inoculating them or exposing them to the
reactors. No bacterial growth on the plates and coupons ruled
out error due to external contamination. This was done to
ensure that the inactivation achieved in these experiments are
solely dependent on SDBD plasma exposure and is not affected
by other environmental factors related to the experimental
procedure like the duration of the experiment and human
influence during preprocessing or postprocessing. The second
set of control experiments involved establishing consistent
bacterial concentrations for same- and different-sized
sterilized coupons inoculated with a fixed volume of the
prepared inoculum. Three repeats of the control
experiments were performed on three different days with
three same-sized coupons being tested in each repeat. The
results obtained are shown in Figure 5A with error bars based
on standard deviation. The data obtained showed that
inoculating same-sized coupons with the same amount of
the prepared inoculum on different days resulted in
consistent bacterial count per coupon with a maximum
variation of 0.12 log10(CFU/coupon). Experiments were also
performed to examine bacterial count on coupons of different
area inoculated with the same amount of the prepared
inoculum. For these experiments, 0.01 ml of the prepared
inoculum was spread on sterilized coupons of area 3.15,
3.63, 4.11, and 4.56 cm2. The data obtained, shown in
Figure 5B, showed that inoculating different-sized coupons
with the same amount of the prepared inoculum resulted in
consistent bacterial count per coupon with a maximum
variation of 0.05 log10(CFU/coupon). Three repeats were
performed for each data point shown in Figure 5.

FIGURE 4 | Experimental setup for decontamination measurements. (A) Experimental chamber with drilled holes for the insertion of Teflon strings and ozone (O3)
probes. (B) Placement of inoculated agar plates in the test chamber walls based on the flow induced by comb and fan reactors along with planes of measurement with
the measurement grid showing strings and markers for coupon placement.
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2.2 Experimental Design for Studying
Spatial Distribution of Ozone
Concentrations in the Chamber
The experimental setup and procedure explained in this subsection
was used to examine ozone distribution in the previously described
experimental chamber using the two SDBD reactors. Similar to the
decontamination experiments, ozone data were collected for planes P2
and P3 inside the chamber in a finermeasurement grid of 6 × 6 points
over 5min. Reactor placement was kept analogous to the
decontamination experiments. Ozone was measured by inserting a
probe through holes in the chamber walls and placing it at
measurement grid points in the 3 planes as shown in Figure 4A.
The probe was connected to the 2B Technologies Model 202 Ozone
Monitor™, which works based on UV light absorption at 254 nm, to
measure the ozone. The accuracy of the monitor is 1.5 ppb or 2% of
the reading [36].Measurement at each grid point was taken separately
tominimize the error due to negative pressure caused by simultaneous
measurements at multiple grid points in the same chamber.

Ozone data were additionally collected at Plane P1, 3.5 cm
from the reactor base, to understand the distribution of the ozone
near the plasma formation and ozone generation area at the
reactor surface. At least 3 repeats of data were collected for
statistical confidence. Experimental ozone distribution data at
P1 were also used to validate the numerically simulated ozone
distribution at plane P1 using ozone generation and flow
actuation of the SDBD reactors. Note that decontamination
data at plane P1 were out of scope for this experimental setup
due to the possible effect of inoculated coupon placement near the
reactor surface on the reactors and vice versa.

Test chamber conditions for decontamination data and ozone
data collection: Measurements of ozone concentrations inside the
test chamber prior to starting every experiment were checked to
be in the room-level ozone. The temperature inside the chamber
remained at 23.0 ± 3.0°C for all the experiments. The relative
humidity levels varied in the range 72.0 ± 2.0%.

2.3 Numerical Design for Simulation of
Ozone Distribution and Flow Field
Generation
ANSYS Fluent [37] is used for simulating the actuated flow and
the ozone distribution generated by the two reactor

configurations near the reactor surface. The simulations were
performed for the experimental box of size 27.3 cm × 27.3 cm ×
28.6 cm described in the previous section. This section describes
modeling of the body force and ozone generated by the SDBD
reactor configurations included in the flow governing equations
as momentum and mass source terms, respectively. Ozone
decomposition was included in the ozone mass source term.

The simulations assumed incompressibility based on
atmospheric conditions and low fluid speeds (<1 m/s)
observed in experiments. Wall boundary conditions were set
to represent the experimental chamber walls with negligible
penetration, negligible diffusive flux, and negligible surface
roughness. Initial flow conditions were set to ambient room
conditions. Since the goal of this study was to obtain the
overall flow produced by the reactor configurations for
simulating the resulting ozone distribution, the ensemble-
averaged flow governing equations were solved using the
RANS (Reynolds-Averaged Navier–Stokes equations) module.
The SDBD body force model used in this study is obtained
from the study performed by Singh and Roy [24] on
simulating the effects of plasma actuators. Lines of actuation
used in incorporating the body force model for the two reactors as
a momentum source were identified based on plasma literature
on flow actuation [38, 39].

For simulating the ozone distribution in the chamber, SDBD
ozone generation and ozone decomposition terms were
incorporated into the flow simulations. This was performed by
solving additional species transport equations along with the flow
equations simultaneously at each time step. Three species (ozone,
oxygen, and nitrogen) were considered in the simulations to get
spatial and temporal ozone distributions by the two reactor
configurations. The species transport equation is given by the
following advection–diffusion equation:

zC
zt + ∇.(uC) − ∇.(D∇C) = S; C = species concentration, u =

velocity, D = molecular diffusivity of the species molecules, and S
= source term for the species.

Initial mixture fractions were set to 0.23, 0, and 0.77 for
oxygen, ozone, and nitrogen, respectively, to represent
atmospheric composition.

Ozone formation with gas discharges has been extensively
studied throughout the years. Some of the notable works in this
area were homogeneous ozone formation models [40], models
involving simple avalanche [41], corona-discharge-based ozone

FIGURE 5 | Control experiments establishing consistency in bacterial concentrations recovered from coupons. (A) Same-sized coupons inoculated with fixed
volume of the prepared inoculum on 3 days, and (B) different-sized sterilized coupons inoculated on the same day with a fixed volume of the prepared inoculum.
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formation [42], discharge structure modeling [43], and DBD-
based ozone formation [44]. Due to the time scales of ozone
formation reactions, such studies are usually focused on time
scales of micro- to milliseconds [38]. Because of this, ozone
distribution simulations focusing on ozone formation mostly
look at smaller time and length scales. Ozone distribution in
the context of photochemical air simulation studies that employ
ozone generation source models to study ozone distribution in
model rooms or ozone removal is more relevant to this study
[45–47]. Thus, the source term in the ozone transport equations
was modeled similar to model room studies [47] to include ozone
generation and decomposition rates, shown in the
equation below.

S � s(t) − kC; C = concentration of ozone (ppb), s(t) = rate of
ozone generation (ppb/min), and k (ppb/min) = rate constant for
ozone decomposition.

s(t) was calculated based on the experimental ozone
generation rate near the reactor surface (1.8 × 10–8 kg/m3-s)
and applied to the corresponding cells of the computational
domain. An equivalent sink term [-s(t)] for oxygen was
applied in the oxygen species transport equation for mass
conservation inside the chamber. The overall reaction rate of
ozone decomposition is considered instead of elementary
reactions involved in the decomposition process. This reaction
rate is obtained from experimental data acquired by Portugal et al.
[25] showing an exponential decay of ozone concentrations with
time as shown in the following equation.

O3(t) � A exp(−0.005t); t � time and A � Constant

The above decomposition reaction rate shows a first-order
reaction mechanism for decomposition of ozone to oxygen in air
and is explained by the similar functional relationship observed
with respect to the reaction rate equation derived from
differential rate expression governing chemical reactions for a
first-order reaction given in the equation below [48].

r(t) � r0 exp(−kt); r(t) = concentration of the reactant at time
t, r0 = its initial concentration, k = reaction rate, and t = time.

Comparison of the experimentally obtained ozone
decomposition rate equation and the general first-order
reaction rate equation was used to obtain the reaction rate (k)
for the bimolecular decomposition of ozone (O3) to oxygen (O2)
in air.

2O3→k 3O2

Ozone decomposition in air has been extensively studied by
various scientists, and many bimolecular as well as atomic
reactions have been proposed to explain the decomposition
mechanism [49, 50]. Glissman and Schumaker [50] found that
atomic reactions are significant only when dealing with very small
amounts of ozone concentrations. In these simulations, we
assume the ozone to oxygen decomposition to be a direct
bimolecular reaction. Since the reaction rate is obtained
experimentally, it is safe to assume that the reaction rate of
this direct bimolecular reaction incorporated in the
simulations is the resultant reaction rate that includes all the
intermediate elementary reactions involved in the decomposition
process.

2.4 Statistical Analysis
Each of the decontamination data measured over 18 points (two 3 × 3
grids) in two planes of the chamber was repeated 5 times, i.e., n = 5, to
gain statistical confidence. The total uncertainty of decontamination
measurements included the uncertainty due to variations in the results
of each repeated experiment and was quantified using standard
deviations arising from variation in repeats. Additionally, each
ozone measurement was repeated at least 3 times for statistical
confidence. The total uncertainty of ozone measurements includes
the uncertainty due to variations in the results of each repeated
experiment and error due to the ozone monitor.

A bivariate Pearson’s correlation [51], with one-sided test, was
used to test whether there is a statistically significant positive
correlation between local ozone concentrations and resulting
decontamination. Thus, the null and alternate hypotheses
tested are H0: ρ≤ 0 and HA: ρ> 0, respectively. Here, ρ is the
Pearson’s correlation value indicating the following: ρ≤ 0 implies
that there is a negative correlation or no correlation, while ρ> 0
means that there is a positive correlation. The p-value in this test
indicates whether the resulting correlation is statistically
significant, and N represents the sample size. Alpha indicates
the significance level, i.e., the probability of rejecting the null
hypothesis when it is true. In this study, alpha (α) was set to 0.001
representing a 0.1% risk of concluding that there exists a positive
correlation when there is none. N represents the sample size or
the number of data points. Thus, a Pearson’s correlation value ρ
(N) > 0 with p < α would indicate a significant positive
relationship between local decontamination achieved at a point
inside a chamber and corresponding ozone concentration
reaching that point.

3 RESULTS

Spatial distribution in local decontamination inside a chamber
caused by two contrasting SDBD reactor configurations, referred
to as SDBD actuated decontamination distribution, is presented.
This is then related to SDBD actuated ozone distribution (spatial
distribution of local ozone concentrations) and flow patterns
observed through experiments and simulations. Finally, targeted
decontamination is discussed through SDBD reactor designs
based on numerically predicted ozone distribution.
Additionally, a significant positive correlation is established
between local decontamination inside an enclosure and ozone
available at that point for a fixed exposure time. Note that
microbial decontamination is referred to as decontamination
in the rest of the document to indicate that SDBD actuated
decontamination can be used to achieve both disinfection
(reduction of microbial contamination to acceptable levels)
and sterilization (complete killing of all microbes) based on
the application requirements.

3.1 SDBD Actuated Decontamination
Distribution
Results of initial agar plate tests showing the extent of difference
in local decontamination caused by the reactors at the chamber
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boundaries, to substantiate the study of distribution in
decontamination inside the chamber, are shown in Figure 6.
Figure 6A shows the reactor orientation and Figures 6B,C show
the mean log reduction achieved with three repeats for each wall.
The comb reactor resulted in maximum decontamination at Wall
1 (right) with an average of > 1 log reduction more compared to
the other walls tested (Walls 2, 3, and 4). Significant (>1 log)
difference in decontamination achieved by the reactors at the
chamber walls indicated possible distributed decontamination
inside the chamber.

Distribution in local decontamination, i.e., SDBD actuated
decontamination distribution, achieved with 3.5 min of exposure
time was obtained through 5 repeated measurements over nine
grid points: Q1R1, Q1R2, Q1R3, Q2R1, Q2R2, Q2R3, Q3R1,
Q3R2, and Q3R3, at each plane for both the reactors as shown in
Figure 7A. For accurate averaging over repeats with small
variations in initial CFU/coupon, log reduction (L) for each
repeat was normalized (Ln) with the minimum value (Lmin)
obtained for that repeat and set to 1. This allowed for the
calculation of mean log reduction (Ln) of the normalized data

FIGURE 6 | Microbial reductions achieved at test chamber walls using comb and fan reactors. (A) Placement of inoculated agar plates in the test chamber walls
based on the flow induced by comb and fan reactors. (B,C) Mean log reductions achieved at four wall centers (1: right, 2: left, 3: front and 4: top) of the test chamber
using the comb and fan reactors.

FIGURE 7 | SDBD actuated decontamination distribution in planes P2 and P3 by the comb and fan reactors. (A) Planes of measurement with measurement grid
and reactor orientation; (B,C) distribution at 3.5 min in planes P2 and P3 by the comb reactor, respectively; (D,E) distribution at 3.5 min in planes P2 and P3 by the fan
reactor, respectively. Here, Ln: normalized log reduction; Lmin and Lmax: minimum andmaximum log reduction achieved in each plane over all the repeats, respectively.
σ: standard deviation of the mean of normalized log reductions over the plane, indicating uniformity in decontamination distribution.
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at each measurement point for 5 repeats. The deviations (σ) in the
mean log reductions obtained in P2 and P3 measurement grid
were used to indicate uniformity in the decontamination
distribution in those planes, i.e., higher deviations indicate less
uniform distribution. Note that the decontamination distribution
in plane P2 best indicates the effect of SDBD actuated ozone
distribution due to minimal wall-flow interactions.

Figures 7B–E show SDBD actuated decontamination
distribution over planes P2 and P3 by the comb reactor and
the fan reactor after an exposure time of 3.5 min. Note that Ln
values over the measurement grid in each plane is a relative
measure to the minimum log reduction (Lmin) obtained over that
plane. Lmin and Lmax values for a plane indicate the minimum and
maximum log reduction, respectively, obtained in that plane by
each reactor based on average of 5 repeats.

3.1.1 Decontamination Distribution in Plane P2
The comb reactor resulted in higher microbial reductions (4–5
log) along line Q3 compared to other points (see Figure 7B), with
a maximum of 4.9 ± 0.5 log reduction (Ln = 3.6 ± 0.8) at point
Q3R2 and minimum of 2.4 ± 0.5 log reduction (Ln = 1 ± 0.2) at
the central point, Q2R2. The fan reactor resulted in overall higher
microbial reductions (4–5 log) with a maximum of 4.9 ± 0.4 log
reduction (Ln = 2.8 ± 0.6) at Q2R2 and minimum of 3 ± 0.4 log
reduction (Ln = 1.1 ± 0.2) at Q2R1, both points lying at the center
line of the plane. The resulting distribution in decontamination is
depicted in Figure 7D. Here, the comb and fan reactors resulted
in deviations of 0.76 and 0.35, respectively. Thus, the fan reactor
would decontaminate a surface with 5 log CFU/in.2 placed in
plane P2 more uniformly and in less time than the comb reactor.
In other words, if a surface to be disinfected by the comb reactor
were to be placed in P2, it would be disinfected unevenly for the
exposure time of 3.5 min resulting in lower overall disinfection
thereby requiring higher ozone dosage and longer exposure for
disinfection of all regions. In comparison, the surface in P2 would
be disinfected more uniformly by the fan reactor for the exposure
time of 3.5 min, resulting in higher overall disinfection of the
surface than the comb reactor.

3.1.2 Decontamination Distribution in Plane P3
The comb reactor resulted in a more uniform distribution of
decontamination levels in plane P3 than P2 with higher microbial
reductions (4–5 log) along most points except for Q2R2 and
Q2R3 with a maximum of 4.5 ± 0.5 log reduction (Ln = 4 ± 0.5) at
Q3R3. The fan reactor resulted in similar uniform
decontamination distribution in plane P3 compared to P2
with relatively higher microbial reductions (4–5 log) along the
central line Q2. A maximum of 4.7 ± 0.6 log reduction (Ln = 2.9 ±
0.8) was observed at point Q2R2. The resulting distribution in
decontamination by the two reactors is depicted in Figures 7C,E,
with deviations of 0.48 and 0.71 caused by the fan and comb
reactors, respectively. Like plane P2, these results indicate that the
fan reactor would decontaminate a surface placed in plane P3
more uniformly and in less time than the comb reactor.

SDBD actuated decontamination distributions differ in the
two planes based on the ozone distribution generated by the two
reactor designs. The ozone distribution is, in turn, caused by the

differences in flow actuation generated by the two reactor designs.
This is explained with experimental and simulated data in the
subsequent sections.

3.2 SDBD Actuated Ozone Distribution
Affecting Decontamination Distribution
Ozone generated and distributed by the two reactors was studied
for understanding the effect of SDBD actuated ozone distribution
on corresponding decontamination distribution. Experimental
ozone data collected for three planes (P1, P2, and P3) inside the
chamber in a 6 × 6 measurement grid over 5 min (Figure 8A) are
discussed next.

The ozone data showed that the fan reactor had slightly less
concentrations at the measurement points when compared to the
comb reactor. Further inspection led to an interesting
observation: the ratio of ozone concentrations at each time
point, for 5 min with a time step of 10 s, averaged over the
grid points in a plane for the fan and comb reactors was found to
be nearly constant at 0.76 for P1 and P2 and 0.69 for P3 after 40 s
of powering the reactor (Figure 8C). This ozone concentration
ratio at one time point is the ratio of the plane averaged
concentration generated by the fan reactor to that generated
by the comb reactor at that time point. The ozone concentration
ratios for the fan vs comb configuration were found to be
approximately equal to the ratio of the area covered by the
plasma perimeter formed for each configuration (=0.78). This
suggests a possible correlation between ozone generation by the
two configurations and their corresponding areas after initial
ozone formation and decomposition reactions come to an
equilibrium. Although confirmation of this correlation is out
of the scope of the current study, the constant ratio for the ozone
concentrations of the fan and comb configurations was used to
calculate comb-equivalent fan ozone concentration values at each
grid point, which is used to obtain fan actuated ozone distribution
for comparison of the distribution of ozone by the two reactors.

Figure 9 shows SDBD actuated ozone distribution over planes
P2 and P3 by the comb and fan reactors at 3.5 min. Like
decontamination distribution, the deviations (σ) in ozone
concentrations obtained in the P2 and P3 measurement grid
indicate uniformity in the ozone distribution, i.e., higher
deviations indicate less uniform distribution. Note that plane
P2 best indicates SDBD actuated ozone distribution due to
minimal wall-flow interactions based on the distance from the
chamber walls. First, the ozone distribution (based on
experimental data) in planes P2 and P3 is presented and
related to corresponding decontamination distribution in the
two planes. This is followed by a discussion of the ozone
distribution in plane P1.

3.2.1 Ozone Distribution in Plane P2—Experimental
As observed in Figure 9B, the comb reactor resulted in
significantly higher concentrations (~215 ppm) along line Q3
compared to points lying in lines Q1 and Q2 (170–190 ppm).
This explains the higher microbial reductions (4–5 log) along line
Q3 compared to points in line Q1 and Q2 (Figure 7B). The fan
reactor resulted in a more uniform ozone distribution
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(186–202 ppm) with slightly lower reductions at the corner points
as seen in Figure 9E. This explains the uniform decontamination
distribution resulting from the fan reactor as seen in Figure 7D.
Observing the ozone distribution and decontamination
distribution caused by the two reactors (Figures 7, 9) shows
the effect of spatial distribution of ozone concentrations on that of
resulting decontamination. In other words, SDBD actuated
decontamination distribution can be explained by SDBD
actuated ozone distribution.

Standard deviations in the mean of normalized log reductions
and ozone concentrations obtained in the measurement grids are

used to quantitatively relate ozone distribution and
decontamination distribution. Higher deviations indicate less
uniform distribution. For the comb reactor, the deviations of
the mean log reductions and ozone concentrations were found to
be 0.76 and 8.1 ppm, respectively, while the fan reactor resulted in
corresponding deviations of 0.35 and 5 ppm. The deviations in
ozone concentrations and mean log reductions can be used as a
measure of uniformity of ozone available for disinfection in a
plane and can be connected to maximum utilization of the
reactor-generated ozone in the chamber. Going back to the
example of a surface to be disinfected by the comb reactor

FIGURE 8 | Ozone measurement planes and ratio of ozone concentrations. (A) Planes of ozone measurements for the two reactor configurations; (B)
measurement grid; and (C) ratio of averaged ozone concentrations in each plane for the fan and comb configurations.

FIGURE 9 | SDBD actuated ozone distribution in planes P2 and P3 by the comb and fan reactors. (A,D) Measurement grid and reactor orientation; (B,E)
distribution at 3.5 min in plane P2; (C,F) distribution at 3.5 min in plane P2. Here, O3 (min) and O3 (max): minimum andmaximum ozone concentrations (ppm) achieved in
each plane, respectively. σ refers to deviation of the concentrations over the plane, indicating uniformity in ozone distribution.
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were to be placed in P2, it would receive higher ozone
concentrations in some regions compared to others for the
exposure time of 3.5 min resulting in uneven disinfection. For
complete disinfection of the contaminated surface, increased
exposure times (>3.5 min) and overall ozone dosage will be
required. In comparison, the surface in P2 would be
disinfected more uniformly by the fan reactor for the exposure
time of 3.5 min due to uniformity in ozone available, i.e., effective
utilization of generated ozone will take place due to better
distribution.

3.2.2 Ozone Distribution in Plane P3—Experimental
Figures 9C,F show the ozone distributions obtained for the two
reactor configurations in plane P3 and can be related to
corresponding decontamination distributions shown in
Figures 7C,E. Since P3 is very close to the top chamber wall,
the distribution obtained here has significant effects of the wall.
This can be used to explain the difference in ozone distribution
trends between the two planes for both reactor configurations.
Even so, Figure 9 shows better ozone distribution generated by
the fan configuration. In plane P3, deviations in ozone
concentrations for comb and fan reactors were found to be 4.4
and 3.09 ppm, respectively. Corresponding deviations in
microbial log reduction for comb and fan reactors were found
to be 0.71 and 0.48, respectively.

3.2.3 Ozone Distribution in Plane P1—Experimental
and Numerically Simulated
This section discusses the initial (10-s postpowering the reactors)
ozone distribution by the two reactors at plane P1 studied both
experimentally and numerically to get a better understanding of
actuated ozone distribution. For the ozone and flow simulations,
the mesh was highly refined at the reactor surfaces and 5 cm in
each direction around it to capture flow structures that formed

near the reactor surface. A mesh independence study was
performed to determine a computationally efficient but
accurate mesh size. Three different meshes were tested by
refining the coarsest mesh using the mesh refinement feature
in Ansys Fluent. The numbers of grid points corresponding to
these meshes were 238,216, 373,567, and 565,779. The maximum
error of the calculated values over the computational domain,
defined as the difference from the finest mesh, was used to
compare the meshes. The mesh with 373,567 grid points was
selected as it resulted in a maximum error of less than 10−5 and
10−8 for velocity (m/s) and ozone concentrations (ppb),
respectively.

Figures 10A–I compare experimental and numerically
simulated SDBD actuated ozone distribution in plane P1 after
10 s of powering up the reactors. The simulated data are verified
and validated through the comparison of experimental and
simulated 3D and surface plots along with percentage
differences between the peak concentrations achieved.

Figure 10B (experimental) and Figure 10C (simulated) show
that the comb reactor results in higher ozone concentrations near
one wall of the chamber due to the dominant wall jet along the
comb teeth (Figure 11). Note that the computational domain
includes ozone data at the walls unlike the experimental domain
(Figure 10A). Thus, simulated peak concentrations are higher
than experimental peaks due to higher concentrations at the wall
where the wall jet hits the chamber. The percentage difference
between the peak concentrations observed in experimental and
computational data for the comb reactor was found to be 8.5%.
For better comparison, surface plots of numerical and
experimental ozone distribution by the comb reactor in the
experimental domain are shown in Figures 10F,G. The
simulated ozone distribution is observed to be more
symmetric along the shaft compared to the experimental data
and can be explained by experimental bias in sampling.

FIGURE 10 | Ozone distribution by comb and fan reactors in plane P1 at 10 s. (A) Plane of measurement and measurement grid. (B–E) Comparison of
experimental and simulated ozone distribution through 3D plots and (F–I) surface plots.
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In comparison to the comb reactor, Figures 10D–I show that
the fan reactor results in higher concentrations at the center of P1
suggesting a more uniform distribution through the chamber
with time. Since the fan reactor results in peak concentration at
the center of P1, the numerical and experimental peaks match
even though the computational domain includes additional wall
data as seen in Figures 10H,I. A shift of 1.8 cm in the numerical
and experimental peak concentration points in both directions
can be attributed to experimental bias during sampling. The
percentage difference between the numerical and experimental
peak concentrations for the fan reactor was found to be 4%.

Ozone distribution was also simulated along different lines in
plane P1 at 10 s to understand the distribution characteristics of
the two configurations at the plane near the reactor surface,
shown in Figure 11. The ozone distribution along these lines
across the plane shows a uniform distribution of the ozone
generated by the fan reactor in all directions from the center.

In contrast, the comb shows a biased distribution toward only one
direction from the center.

3.3 SDBD Configurations to Actuate Flow
for Ozone Distribution and Targeted
Decontamination
Flow actuation by the two SDBD reactors was simulated to understand
the effect of SDBD actuated flow on ozone distribution. Since reactor
configurations can be designed based on desired flow patterns, relating
simulated SDBD flow actuation to corresponding ozone distribution
and resulting decontamination distribution can provide a tool for
designing reactor configurations for desired decontamination
distribution, i.e., targeted decontamination.

Simulated flow fields near the reactor surface were validated
with existing experimental data prior to simulating SDBD
actuated flow distribution in the chamber planes. Figures

FIGURE 11 | Comparison of simulated ozone distribution trends by comb and fan reactors along 6 lines in plane P1 at 10 s. (A) Reactor placement and lines of
measurement. (B) Ozone distribution trends by the comb reactor. (C) Ozone distribution trends by the fan reactor.

FIGURE 12 | Flow actuation distribution by comb and fan reactors in plane P1 at 10 s. (A,C) Validation of simulated data with experimental data [23] and (B,D)
simulated velocity distribution in plane P1 inside the experimental chamber of size 0.273 m × 0.273 m × 0.286 m.
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12A,C show validation of the simulated flow fields generated by
the comb and fan reactors. The simulation results match the
experimental data [23] showing a) the dominant wall jet along the
comb teeth from the shaft to the teeth tips, for the comb reactor,
and b) the conical rotating upward jet spreading radially outward,
for the fan reactor. The simulated vector field matches with
experimental data with difference in the contours due to
difference in peak velocity regions caused by error in PIV
(particle image velocimetry) generated experimental data near
the plasma area. The PIV error is due to the interaction between
seeding particles and local electric fields [52, 53] resulting in lower
velocities to be observed in the plasma area. Thus, experimental
peak velocities are observed at the plasma boundaries, while the
simulated peaks appear in the plasma area.

After validation of the simulated flow fields, velocity
distribution by the reactors in plane P1 of the test chamber
was simulated to understand its effect on SDBD actuated
ozone and decontamination distribution. The top view of
the velocity distribution resulting from the comb reactor
flow actuation (see Figure 12B) shows three wall jets
including the dominant wall jet along the teeth. The
contribution of the chamber walls in comb reactor actuated
flow distribution is also seen here. Figure 12D shows the
velocity vector distribution generated by the fan reactor in P1
of the test chamber and gives the top view of the conical
rotating upward jet. Compared to the comb reactor, the fan
reactor results in a more distributed flow field extending along
all three axes (3D) in comparison to the comb reactor
generated flow field, which extends mostly along two axes
(2D) parallel to the reactor surface. Similar trends are
reflected in the ozone distribution resulting from the two
reactors shown in Figure 6.

The velocity distribution and corresponding ozone
distribution at plane P1 of the two reactors at 10 s of
powering up the reactor shown in Figures 10, 12 can be used
to explain ozone and decontamination distribution achieved by
the two reactors in planes P2 and P3 of the chamber shown in
Figures 7, 9. The comb reactor velocity distribution is biased
toward one wall resulting in biased ozone and decontamination
distribution, while the fan results in a swirl flow uniformly
distributing ozone from the center toward all the walls.
Furthermore, the contribution of the chamber walls in ozone
distribution is more significant for the comb reactor compared to
the fan reactor. Comparing SDBD actuated ozone distribution
and flow field distribution also suggests that convection is more
significant than diffusion in the transport of DBD-generated
species when the electrodes are designed for flow actuation.
Simulated ozone concentrations along 6 lines in P1 shown in
Figure 11 further illustrate the difference between ozone
distribution characteristics of the two reactors caused by the
difference in design configurations. This signifies the ability of
SDBD electrode designs for controlled SDBD actuated ozone
distribution for targeted decontamination. Thus, an experiment
integrated computationally inexpensive numerical simulation
method like the one used in this study can be used for
designing SDBD reactors for targeted decontamination using
commercially available CFD software in conjunction with

SDBD body force distribution models and experimental ozone
generation and decomposition rates available in literature
[24, 25].

3.4 Relation Between Distribution of Local
Decontamination and Local Ozone
Concentrations Inside an Enclosure
To relate local ozone concentrations and resulting
decontamination, the experimental data were used to test the
research hypothesis that local decontamination achieved at a
point inside a chamber and corresponding ozone concentration
reaching that point are positively correlated. In other words, local
decontamination increases with increment in available ozone at a
fixed point inside the enclosure. Thus, the null and alternate
hypotheses tested are H0: ρ≤ 0 and HA: ρ> 0, respectively, as
explained in Statistical Analysis. The two variables tested are the
mean of normalized log reduction (Ln) at a spatial point inside
the chamber and total ozone concentrations reaching that point
(O3CT). Ln is the mean of the normalized log reductions achieved
from 5 repeats at each point after 3.5 min of exposure as explained
before. Total ozone concentrations reaching a point, O3CT, is
denoted by the ozone CT (concentration x time) value calculated
at that point. ρ was calculated based on 36 samples: nine points
for 2 planes with 2 reactors. Note that the reactor configuration
does not matter in this analysis since we are testing the correlation
between local decontamination and local ozone concentrations,
which does not depend on the generation source of ozone
concentrations. Pearson’s correlation value was found to be ρ
[34] = 0.64 > 0 with p < 0.001. ρ [34] >0 implies that the null
hypothesis can be rejected, i.e., there exists a positive correlation
between the tested variables. A low p-value (<0.001) establishes
that there is a significant positive relationship between local
decontamination achieved at a point inside a chamber and
corresponding ozone concentration reaching that point.

4 DISCUSSION

The implications of the decontamination distribution results can
be understood by the example of placing a contaminated surface
that needs to be disinfected by SDBD exposure in P2 or P3 inside
the chamber. The comb reactor would disinfect it unevenly for
the exposure time of 3.5 min and require longer exposure for
disinfection of certain regions of the surface. In comparison, the
fan reactor would disinfect the surface evenly in 3.5 min without
requiring extra exposure. In other words, the fan reactor would
result in higher overall disinfection of the surface than the comb
reactor for the same exposure time when run at equal power
levels. The deviations in ozone concentrations can be used as a
measure of uniformity of ozone available for disinfection in a
plane and can be connected to maximum utilization of the
reactor-generated ozone in the chamber. For the example of
the contaminated surface placed in P2 or P3, the comb reactor
will result in biased distribution of ozone generated in 3.5 min
resulting in uneven disinfection of the surface for that exposure
time. For complete disinfection of the contaminated surface,
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increased exposure times, and global ozone concentrations, ozone
dosage will be required. In comparison, the fan reactor will result
in uniform distribution of the ozone generated and evenly
decontaminate the surface within 3.5 min. Thus, when
compared to the comb reactor, the fan reactor results in more
effective utilization of the generated ozone for the disinfection of a
surface (or surfaces of an object) placed in planes P2 and P3 of the
chamber for an exposure time of 3.5 min due to better ozone
distribution resulting in higher overall surface disinfection. More
effective utilization of ozone over the SDBD exposure period
represents lower ozone dosage required for obtaining the desired
disinfection levels. Additionally, higher overall surface
disinfection obtained for a given SDBD exposure time means
lower energy (power × time) requirements for obtaining the
desired disinfection. Thus, SDBD actuated decontamination
can be used to achieve targeted decontamination with efficient
utilization of ozone for obtaining the desired disinfection for a
given period by controlling the ozone distribution. Furthermore,
smart decontamination can be achieved by using surface sensors
to identify the target areas, i.e., the desired areas to be
decontaminated. The above results-based comparison of the
comb and fan reactors for the disinfection of a surface placed
in planes P2 and P3 of the chamber in 3.5 min can be generalized
as follows: SDBD actuated decontamination distribution can be
used to achieve smart or targeted decontamination resulting in
lower exposure times, ozone dosage requirements, and energy
requirements for the desired disinfection.

For practical utilization of this concept, SDBD actuated
decontamination distribution needs to be related to SDBD
reactor design configurations. Furthermore, this relation should
be based on data obtainable through time-efficient and economical
methods. For this purpose, an experiment integrated numerical
simulation method, based on SDBD body force distribution
models and experimental ozone generation and decomposition
rates available in literature, can be used to predict SDBD actuated
ozone distribution and resulting decontamination distribution.
Such a model was used to simulate the initial ozone distribution
caused by the fan and comb reactors at plane P1 andmatched with
corresponding experimental data. Since reactor configurations can
be designed based on the desired flow patterns, relating simulated
SDBD flow actuation to resulting ozone and decontamination
distribution provides a tool for designing reactor configurations
for targeted decontamination. The simulated velocity distribution
and corresponding ozone distribution at plane P1 resulting from
the two reactors explained the biased ozone and decontamination
distribution in P2 and P3 formerly discussed. Comparing SDBD
actuated ozone distribution and flow field distribution also
suggested that convection is more significant than diffusion in
the transport of DBD-generated species when the electrodes are
designed for flow actuation.

This research introduces the concept of synergistic
employment of flow actuation and ozone generation by SDBD
reactors to simultaneously generate and distribute ozone for
targeted decontamination. Targeted decontamination
maximizes ozone utilization resulting in lower ozone dosage,
energy consumption, and exposure times required for
decontamination. This can have considerable implications in

designing smart and efficient SDBD decontamination systems
for food preservation and sterilization of advanced materials used
in electronics and spacecraft components, which can benefit from
an inbuilt customizable distributing agent in the ozone generation
device without increment in capital for doing so.

5 CONCLUSION

SDBD actuated decontamination distribution was examined
inside an enclosure and its relation to SDBD-generated ozone
distributed by SDBD flow actuation resulting from selected
reactor configurations was established. Two SDBD reactor
designs with contrasting flow actuation patterns were
considered for this study: the comb reactor and the fan
reactor. Decontamination distribution was obtained by
measuring reduction in logs of bacterial CFUs on
contaminated coupons placed in distributed points lying in
two planes inside a chamber: P2 (central plane) and P3 (plane
near the top of the chamber), caused by exposure to the SDBD
reactors run at a power of 1 W for 3.5 min. Ozone distribution
caused by the two reactors run at the same power was also
measured at P2 and P3. The deviations (σ) in the mean of
normalized log reductions and ozone measurements over a
plane were used to indicate uniformity in decontamination
and ozone distribution, respectively, i.e., higher deviations
indicate less uniform distribution. In both the planes, the
comb reactor resulted in a biased decontamination (σ: P2 =
0.76, P3 = 0.71) and ozone (σ: P2 = 8.1 ppm, P3 = 4.4 ppm)
distribution, while the fan reactor resulted in a more uniform
decontamination (σ: P2 = 0.35, P3 = 0.48) and ozone (σ: P2 =
5 ppm, P3 = 3.1 ppm) distribution. Additionally, initial ozone
distribution caused by the fan and comb reactors was
experimentally measured at an additional plane P1 inside the
same chamber and matched with corresponding simulated data
based on SDBD body force distribution models and experimental
ozone generation and decomposition rates available in literature.
Lastly, a bivariate statistical analysis was performed to relate local
decontamination and local ozone concentrations inside an
enclosure that showed a significant positive correlation with
Pearson’s correlation, ρ [34] = 0.64 with p < 0.001.

The first conclusion of this study is that ozone generation and
flow actuation capabilities of SDBD reactors can be synergistically
applied to achieve SDBD actuated decontamination. The spatial
distribution in local decontamination levels achieved by fan and
comb reactors shows the application of SDBD actuated
decontamination for targeted decontamination of desired
surface areas in lower exposure times by maximizing ozone
utilization. Maximizing ozone utilization results in lowering
ozone dosage requirements, while lower exposure times result
in lower energy consumption by the reactors running at the
same power. Additionally, smart decontamination can be
achieved by using surface sensors to control SDBD targeted
decontamination. The second conclusion of this study is that
SDBD reactors can be designed using experiment integrated
numerical simulation methods to predict targeted
decontamination. This is based on the results demonstrating the
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use of reactor configurations, SDBD force distribution models, and
experimental ozone generation data to simulate SDBD ozone
distribution for targeted decontamination. Lastly, it is concluded
that local decontamination and local ozone concentrations inside
an enclosure have a significant positive correlation. The significant
positive correlation can be extended to all ozone generators beyond
DBD reactors for targeted decontamination. Since our results are
focused on ozone distribution and its spatial antimicrobial efficacy,
a thorough study of other RONS species is needed soon.
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